MEMORY    IN    THE    LEARNING    PROCESS
a child to memorize history dates, tables, &c., he is radically
mistaken. Why do some children have so much trouble
with the recall of certain apparently simple facts, the
spelling of a word, a combination of numbers, when they
recall other far more complicated processes with great
ease ? Why can't A remember when he gets into the
library that he was to look up a given fact for X and yet
remember to look up facts for B, C and D ?
The truth is, accurate recall is almost entirely dependent
on emotional stability and the pleasure, or at least absence
of pain, associated with the experience to be memorized,
conditions for successful memorizing
The most universal psychological generalization is that
experiences that are pleasurable tend to be remembered
and recalled, experiences that are painful to be forced into
unconsciousness from whence recall is normally impossible.
Hence if a child memorizes a poem because he likes it
and wishes to learn it, he will do so more easily and re-
member it longer—partly because he will constantly recall
it—than if he is set ten verses to learn to which he is
indifferent.
Again, to punish a child for not memorizing a piece of
set work is to defeat one's aim : the child may force himself
to learn it, but he will forget it as soon as possible—as
examination candidates do when they merely memorize
facts they need for the definite purpose of passing some
test.1
Secondly, if memorizing is looked upon as intentional
habit-making all the reader's knowledge of this branch
of psychology can be applied:2 the need of active desire
and effort, the value of repetition, and so on. Tlras is
1 This also is another example of purposive meaaorizi^g—as soon
as the purpose is accomplished recall Is impossible.
* See Ch. VL

